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n $ Select an appropriate image
\/ ; Start off by selecting an appropriate

-- ' ,s efflect works great on images of
, -: iut especially well on portraits and

. - -:- =s. lf you don't have an image handy,
: .'e mountain image from the CD.

fl "; Greyscale conversion part 1 Our
L,l . ,' main objective is to convert the image

: lest greyscale possible.To that end,
--;cing to use LAB Color mode as a pass-

: - lonvert the image to LAB Color mode
.:>\4ode>Lab Color).

€"-**{3 DuPlicate
W #r* the
Green channel
Ctrl/Cmd-click on
the Green channel
in the Channels
palette, and save the
selection (Se lect>Save
Selection). Give the
selection a name
such as'Green Copy'
and click OK. Now
press CtrllCmd+D to
deselect.This new
channelwill be saved

for later use.

ffi ffi Greyscale conversion part 2 Go
%#"rc into the Channels palette, and delete
both the A and B channels, leaving only the
Lightness channel intact. Note that when you
delete the first A channel, the B channel turns into
Alpha 2'.So delete the Alpha 2 channel, leaving
only Alpha 1'. See sidebar note.
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{7f,; Jump into
-=-*F ='a".9 Duotone
mode This step is

where most of the
action happens.
convert your
image once again
into Duotone
mode (lmage>

Mode>Duotone). Click
the Type drop-down
arrow and select

Quadtone.This opens
up the availability of
two additional colour
ink options, and the
respective curves.
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{%* #* Greyscale conversion part 3
e'"""-F ""3 Next, you can finally convert the image
to Greyscale mode (l mage>Mode>Graysca le).

This method almost always provides a better
greyscale conversion than could be achieved by
directly converting from RGB to Greyscale mode.

{"".ry A little more about Quadtone
W F colours ln orderto add another ink
into the mix, hover over the colour square and
select the colour of your choice. The Color dialog
defaults to Pantone swatches. lf you would like
to use your own colours instead, clickthe Picker
button to access the standard Photoshop Color
Picker. Note:your colours must have a name
entered nexttothem.

Help

Manipulating
colourmodes
iir;., When deleting
:"ii' one of the

primary channels
from a document,
the other channels
change names. For
example, deleting
the 'A'or'B'channel
renames the other
two channels 'Alpha
1' and 'Alpha 2'.
Technically, this is
correct. A LAB Color
mode image must
have three channels.
When one of the
channels is deleted,
the image moves
to 'Multichannel'
mode (a Photoshop
catch-all colour
mode). Not to worry
though, because
the remaining
two channels still
correspond to the
colour information
from LAB Color
mode. Only their
names change.

Quadtone
preset
iii,,,,.. lf you're not
"i;i' used to the

Duotone dialog, the
Quadtone preset
used in this tutorial
is on the CD. To use
it, open the Duotone
dialog and hit Load.
Navigate to the
CD and locate the
SepiaQuadtoneOl .

ado f ile. Select it; hit
Load. The colours
and curves used
in the tutorial are
loaded automatically.
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. , Za*E*rxm& infrared sepia quadtone

{2ffi Alittle
7G# more about
Quadtone curves
Selecting colours is

half the battle. Click

the colour's associated

curve on the right. A

very intricate curve

dialog opens. This maPs

the colour to the tonal

range of the image. TrY

to make sure allfour
colour curves work
togetherto Provide an

overall balance to the

image - see note on the
previous page.

4 4 Faux infrared taking shaPe
4 & Duplicate the original Quadtone layer

and move it to the top of the layer stack. Now

change the blend mode to Screen and opacity

to 500/0. You can see the image start to take on an

infrared qualitY.

4 ry Toning down (oPtionaD lf Your"& 

ffi original image is underexpcsed (ievery

dark), you can select the duplicated Overlay Blur

layer, bring down the opacity and adjust to taste.

Here, the opacity was reduced to 50%.

#-z{"a Create a blurred overlay Go
E',"-E?-S back to the Layers palette and

duplicate the layer.Then apply a Gaussian

Blurfilter (Filter>Gaussian Blur)with a radius of

approximately 15 pixels. Now change the blend

mode of the duplicated layer to Overlay.

4 *-- Double the intensitY ln order
e 

't'"*G 
to intensify the effect of the blurred

overlay layer, duplicate it one more time.This

doubles the overlay effect and provides a dark

glow to the image. High contrast meets soft glow

to prove overpowering and haunting at once.

r\ Changing msdes can afferl the appearance of byen' F4erge bYers

|l beiare mode change?
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A* toRGB At

this point the image

could be considered

complete. Convert it to
RGB (lmage>Mode>

RGB Color)and you're

done. Note:when
converting you'll need

to merge or flatten the
layers, otherwise the
colours shift. For this

reason, save a copy
before converting so as

to have a copy with the
layers tntact.

&u*-ileV +r;; ri FrEr* 
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Beneath the surface

4 & Adding
4W more

infrared lfyou
would like to add

more infrared,

Crrl/Cmd-click on the
Green Copy channel

previously saved in

the Channels palette.

Now go to the LaYers

palette and create

an lnvert adjustment
layer. Switch the blend
mode to Exclusion and

pull the opacitY down
to about 500/oor adjust

it to your liking.

Blurred OverlaY 2

Qudt*ne Srlgin*{ c*P'1'

Quadtone Original coPY

Quadtone Original
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